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BMW road trip: Riding the glorious Gaspé
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Rob Harris discovers Hwy. 132 on the Gaspe's north shore, a rival for California's famed Hwy. 1.
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QUEBEC CITY—The Gaspé Peninsula is Quebec’s own Cape Breton — a mountainous
tongue of land sticking several hundred kilometres into the Atlantic Ocean, with fishing
towns ringing its shores and a longheld respect among its residents for the water.
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Just like Cape Breton Island, there’s a road that tucks itself against the coast, and just
like the island’s Cabot Trail, the road is a wonderful exploration of some of the best and
most natural areas of the province.
It’s not so far away — the furthest points, the port of Gaspé and nearby Percé Rock, are
1,600 kilometres from Toronto. On a return home to Ontario from New Brunswick and
with an extra couple of days to spare for a road trip, it makes sense to branch out east
for a French lesson.
I’m riding a BMW K1600 GTL, the biggest and most luxurious BMW motorcycle you can
get in Canada. Brand new, it costs $30,200. Even then, it’s not yet fully kitted out with a
navigation system and armrests for the passenger; those cost extra.
Its only massmarket competition are the Honda GoldWing and the HarleyDavidson
UltraGlide,. Both are equally large and comfortable and luxurious, but each brings
something different to the experience. The Harley is VTwin American cool, and the
Honda is smooth comfort all the way.
The Beemer is a European road warrior, despite its size, and built for carving corners
while staying composed and unstressed — ideal for a long ride around the Gaspé.
I’m travelling with friend and colleague Rob Harris, who rode a much smaller BMW
F800 GS on the loop around the peninsula before returning home to New Brunswick.
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It wasn’t supposed to be Rob. It was supposed to be Wheels’ Costa Mouzouris, but his
girlfriend Roxy was hurt on her motorcycle in Montreal the day before we were to leave.
He dropped everything to ride his own test bike, a slightlylighter BMW K1600 GT, on a
heroic journey home through the night to be with her in hospital.
So Rob and I set off from southern New Brunswick on our mismatched bikes and rode
through to the Gaspé’s south shore to start the road trip in Roxy’s honour.
The north and south shores of the Gaspé are very different. The south is relatively flat,
allowing for a wide, multilane highway to service the beach resorts. The water is
warmer here than on the northern shore, and the wind less chill. It’s pretty in places, but
not so much when you’re riding through on a road trip.
The town of New Richmond on the south shore is proud of its old British heritage and
it’s possible to speak English with some of the residents, but in truth the language is not
a big deal for unilingual tourists. Rob and I pointed a lot and waved our hands a lot, to
counteract our pathetic gradeschool French. Nobody held it against us and we always
ended up with roughly what we were looking for.
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(Years ago, while riding through nearby New Carlisle with another friend, Dave, he
overtook a slowmoving police cruiser on a double yellow line. Inevitably, we were
pulled over. I tried to explain in French to the cop that Dave thought the line was only a
suggestion, and the cop listened politely, laughed, and sent us on our way. Later,
repeating the story to a bilingual friend, she told me I’d said something about chocolate
chickens. We were lucky — New Carlisle is the birthplace of separatist leader René
Lévesque.)
Rob and I pressed on to Percé at the peninsula’s tip, almost a sacred place to Quebecers
with its unusual offshore rock. The rock itself is part of the Bonaventure Island national
park, home to a quartermillion seabirds, including more than 100,000 gannets. We
admired it from the mainland and went looking for a bar to end the day.
Rob was tired from the road, but I was still raring to go, thanks to the Beemer’s heated
seat and electric windshield. This is perhaps the BMW’s greatest advantage over the
Harley and the Honda — its windshield raises and lowers at the touch of a button. On a
tight road, it can be tucked down and out of the way. On a wet interstate, it can be raised
to helmet height to totally block the wind and rain.
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We set off next day for the best 300 kilometres of the trip, the twisting coastal road
from Percé through Gaspé and around Forillon national park and then back west along
the south shore of the Saint Lawrence’s estuary to Matane.
This was the road we came to ride. It winds through rock cuts outside Gaspé and
through forest at the national park, then finds the water and stays as close to it as
possible all the way home. It’s a Canadian version of California’s fabled Hwy. 1.
There’s a short cut through the treecovered mountains that saves some time and takes
you through the coppermining town of Murdochville, but I’ve never taken it. It’s
apparently quite a good road for corner carving, but the coastal road is so beautiful I’ve
never considered another route.
Hwy. 132 along the north shore is mostly twolane, with an extra lane on the hills for
passing. Sometimes it drives right through the small towns along the way, but mostly
skirts them to the south, so they stay quiet and untouched. Sometimes it hugs the beach
on a promenade; sometimes it climbs the cliffs to look far out over the water.
Artists’ homes are common; excellent food is frequent. All is wellmaintained and
proud.
Neither Rob nor I rode overly fast, but we did swing our bikes through the curves with
the occasional inhelmet holler. The GTL has both suspension and traction control that
can be adjusted on the fly, and I worked my way through the controls to stiffen the
shocks and tighten the throttle. Rob did the same on his much lighter 800 and the two
of us arrived too quickly at Matane.
There’s a ferry here that crosses to BaieComeau on the river’s north shore, the first of
several that cross to link the peninsula with the entrance to Quebec’s Saguenay. We only
had a couple of days, however, and our time was up. Rob headed home and I’m on my
way to Montreal to visit Costa and Roxy. She’s home now, nursing some bumps and
bruises.
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It was wet the morning I left Matane. Actually, it was a torrential downpour when I
pulled out of town for the straight highway west. No matter. I raised the windshield,
turned on the heated seat and handlebar grips, and linked my iPhone through the GTL’s
Bluetooth to enjoy some rhythm and blues.
It didn’t take long to reach Montreal. I arrived ready to ride some more.
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